
Covered! News from PowerPlastics Pool Covers: June 2012 

It’s that funny time of year when you start looking at your swimming pool differently and your 
annual love / hate relationship kicks off! Not many people in South Africa find it warm enough 
(or are brave enough) to swim in an unheated outdoor pool in winter, and we soon start 
resenting the fact that while the pool is giving little in the way of family enjoyment, its upkeep 
is still making a monthly dent in our pocket. The answer? A pool cover to winterize your pool 
which in turn will not only save you time and money but also serve as counselling for your 
winter pool resentments!  
     We all know that electricity prices keep going up but let’s look at the figures—60% in two 
years. And, it is anticipated to continue rising at a rate far higher than inflation. The supply is 
not abundant and the infrastructure is not able to cope so even Eskom, the supplier, is 
begging us to spend less with them each month which points to how severe the situation is. 
Let’s be realistic here - how bad can it be when a supplier asks you to buy less of their 
product? Power has been handed to the people, literally and figuratively, but if we want to 
keep it, we must be responsible with it. This winter, think twice about all the heaters, electric 
blankets and under floor heating, but don’t think twice about packing up your pool for a few 
months.  
    Lastly but very importantly, a reminder that Johannesburg’s Pool Safety Measures By-
Laws are coming into effect very soon. We have it on good authority that the document is in 
its final stages of being passed into law so think ahead and start planning. The good news is 
that the PowerPlastics Solid Safety Cover will be an approved device, one that not only 
complies but saves water, power and chemicals too. To the pool owners in the rest of the 
country, similar By-laws will be passed across all provinces so why not get compliance out 
the way now and avoid any price increases between now and then? What else is there to 
say other than the time to act is now! We’ll be sure to update you as and when we have 
more news on the issue but check in with our educational blog www.topstep.co.za too for 
updates.  
  Until next time,  
     Carolyn Idas, Operations Manager  

info@powerplastics.co.za 
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 What’s trending?  

 Winterize your pool  

EnergyGuard  

GeoBubble 

The PowerPlastics Solid   

Safety Cover  

 Win a R3000 discount on your 

winter order 

Fancy a hassle free pool this winter? Answer the questions below and stand a chance to win a  
15% discount on your EnergyGuard or PowerPlastics Solid Safety Cover order. 
 

1.  Name two of our winter pool cover solutions. 
2.  Name the new innovative shape of the high performance EnergyGuard cover’s bubble?  

 
Answers can be found on our website: www.powerplastics.co.za. Send your entries to Carolyn (info@powerplastics.co.za). 
Entries close 30 June 2012.  

Win this winter! 

W
inter 

discount! 

Winter pool, winter safety 
 

Our PowerPlastics Solid Safety Cover is the most effective barrier to prevent 
children accessing the pool water. Importantly, it has a ratchet fastening 
system that is quick and easy to use. The PVC cover is drawn over 
lightweight aluminium poles that rest on the paving. Once in place, the 
cover’s tension is tightened with a simple ratchet device. The cover can bear 
the weight of two adults and one child.  
 
But we’re talking winter here so, how does one save on maintenance with 
this safety cover? Well, the fact that this cover is solid means that the water 
is not exposed to the elements. This curbs evaporation, prevents leaves and 
debris collecting in the water, and stops light entry and therefore algae 
growth. This all adds up to notable water, filtration and chemical savings. 
Better still, no need to keep an eye on the kids all winter — we’re watching 
them for you!  
 
Click here for more product details or here to request a quote. 

Order, cover, and forget until spring!  
The PowerPlastics Solid Safety Cover is 
an elegant choice for a hassle free and 

safe winter pool!  
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PowerPlastics Pool Covers manufacture an innovative range of pool cover solutions, taking an insightful approach to product 
development and promoting a lifestyle choice, not just a pool cover. Our solutions are always innovative, directly addressing 
issues affecting South African pool owners. We have tailored a range of thermal pool covers in response to local crises 
including the ongoing electricity and water crises and the need to shrink carbon footprints in the domestic setting. With 
remarkable high performance thermal pool covers, PowerPlastics Pool Covers is widely regarded as the leading supplier of 
covers for the eco-conscious pool owner and runs a broad educational campaign regarding the environmental impact of 
swimming pools.  
     Child safety around pools is of paramount importance at PowerPlastics Pool Covers, giving parents peace of mind with the 
Power Plastics Solid Safety Cover, one of the most effective and easy to use methods of securing your pool on the market. We 
are educators in this field too and consistently seek to educate pool owners on the drowning risk of open pools. PowerPlastics 
Pool Covers is also the founder of educational blog TopStep, the home of pool safety, an online platform for both the industry 
and public to better understand the nature of child drownings and local legislative requirements.  

     At the top end of the market is the fully automated imported system, Starline Roldeck. This top of the range cover offers true 
modern convenience and adds the perfect finish to the ‘no expense spared’ home.  

PowerPlastics Pool Covers has teams servicing Johannesburg, Pretoria, Cape Town, Durban, Port Elizabeth, George, 
Vereeniging, Nelspruit, Bloemfontein, Hoedspruit, Pietermaritzburg and Durban. Our superior manufacturing and locally 
unparalleled designs combined with an unfailing customer centric approach are what sets us apart in the industry. Visit 
www.powerplastics.co.za for more info.  

About Us 

Did you know that the PowerPlastics Solid Safety Cover, one of our most popular winter pool solutions is also a pool safety 
method that will be approved under the new Pool Safety Measures By-laws? Read on for more info on the safety solution that 
doesn't just save lives but money too! 

What’s trending —Winter 2012 

RollerBench: new to our range, this is 
a chic Rollup Station that doubles up as 
a poolside bench. The workings of the 
Rollup Station are concealed by the 
frame & the cover fed through a thin 
opening. Suited to domestic pools and 
commercial pools (as pictured here). 
Click here to request a quote. 

EnergyGuard: using the new 
GeoBubble material, EnergyGuard is 
the way to go this winter. You’ll save 
on power, water and chemicals, as 
well as add up to 4°C to water 
temperatures so come spring you’ll be 
swimming 6-8 weeks earlier! Click 
here or see below for more info. 

The PowerPlastics Solid Safety 
Cover: because this is a solid cover 
that shields the pool water from the 
elements, it doubles up as a 
winterizing cover, saving water, 
power and chemicals as well as 
adding a layer of safety to prevent 
drownings. Click here to learn more. 

Use it or lose it? Not any more! 
 

Save money by winterizing your pool 

 
 

Summer is officially over which means every pool owner should now be thinking about winterizing their pool, or to put it another 

way, drastically reduce the time and money consumed by your pool in the off-season. There is an extraordinarily simple solution 

— invest in a pool cover. We like to compare it to putting your satellite TV on hold when travelling for long periods—you’re not 

going to be using it so do you really want to be spending money on it?  

Read on for more information on our two winter bestsellers, the EnergyGuard thermal cover and the PowerPlastics Solid Safety 

Cover which is not only a safety device but a great way to put your pool away and forget about it for a few months. With the 

savings achievable, you can put the money towards other family fun. But don’t wait, because in the time it will take you to read 

this newsletter, your pool will have cost you around 50% more on chemicals and power than it should! 

 Curbs algae growth.  

 Reduces filtration/pump time by up to 50%. This means a saving of 
about 6% overall on your electricity bill as households with pools use on 
average 12% on the pool filter alone. 

 Reduces your pool’s rate of water evaporation by 98%+ or, for a 4x8m 
pool, 64000 m

3 
per annum. 

 Reduces your pool’s chemical consumption by up to 60%. 

 Generation of free energy to heat the pool. With a bonus 4°C added to 
water temperatures and the cover’s excellent heat retention properties, 
this is a smart and affordable way to heat a pool using only natural 
sustainable energy.  

 On heated pools, it yields energy savings of over 50%. And if you’re 
using solar energy, half the amount of panels required to heat an 
uncovered pool will suffice where our covers are in use 

 Prevent leaves and garden debris collecting in the pool, thus improving 
water hygiene and saving on filtration.  

GeoBubble: yielding 
even greater savings 

on power, water & 
chemicals than ever 

before 

(Now available 
in GeoBubble) 

— GeoBubble - raising the bar for thermal pool covers — 
 

Introduced in 2012, GeoBubble, is a new material for our Guard thermal covers. 25% more resilient than a traditional thermal 
cover, lifespan is extended and the chemical and energy efficiencies instantly lower your pool’s carbon footprint. A GeoBubble 
thermal cover also performs significantly better in respect of heat retention. This new design brings overall superior 
performance to our thermal range and sets a new benchmark for heating pools naturally.  
 
The GeoBubble EnergyGuard is made from durable 500 microns polyethylene. The additives used combine weather and 
chemical resistant pigments with high performance light, weather and chemical stabilization. For more info on GeoBubble, chat 
to our sales team or visit www.powerplastics.co.za.  

A firm favourite among our customers during winter is the EnergyGuard, a high performance thermal cover that was 
originally designed in response to the power outages and water crises that we faced. Even though power cuts have become 
less frequent (and we hope will remain that way), power prices keep rising so the EnergyGuard remains a best seller. We 
recently upgraded our thermals range, now using the superior GeoBubble material, giving EnergyGuard even higher 
performance figures which means a shorter payback period too. See below for more on GeoBubble. 
 
Have a look at these savings figures and you’ll start to understand why this innovative cover really is the right choice for 
winter pools.  

Click here for more product details on 
EnergyGuard, or here to request a quote.  
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